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Introduction
In nature there is no concept of “waste”, everything is food for something. All organic material is eventually returned
to the soil to become food for plants. Our impact on the environment can be significantly reduced if we treat
non-organic materials as precious and try to reduce, reuse, repair them as much as possible. Recycling still
consumes large amounts of energy. Therefore we want to grow mushrooms in a non-traditional way: using as little
plastic as possible (a big waste stream of conventional mushroom producers); using commonly available tools and
equipment, versus high cost specialized mushroom equipment.
Besided materials, we want our farm to use all locally available resources, that is why in this project we intend to
maximise the interactions between our mushroom farm and other urban food producers.
Helsieni worked with Metropolia students on reducing the cost of building and operating a mushroom farm that uses
urban waste streams. Our vision is to develop a model for a modular farm that can produce oyster mushrooms at a
competitive price at any scale, whilst merging fluidly in its surrounding environment.
Here is an overview of what the food ecosystem can bring:
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1.Implementation of projected tasks
The following table presents the planned tasks for Helsieni at Urban Farm Lab from May 2019 to end 2021. The
color bars show the progress on November 30th, 2019.
In red are represented projects which involve other actors of the Food Ecosystem.
We will present all started projects in this report.
Process / Automation

Electronics / ITs

Biology / Chemistry / Physics

Business & Logistics

PE1  Prototyping the modular farm: tent, airflow,
filters.

C1
Measuring CO2 and
heat produced by oyster
mushroom

B1
Integrated
logistics + Local Food
e-store

PE2 Production and sales Monitoring System
(from the substrate mixing to the sales)

C2
Compost mineral and
organic content

B2
Consumer-based
product development
(starting the development
of a product from scratch
from the other side of the
food chain)

P3
CO2/O2 &
HEAT exchanges

E3
Low-cost
Cement mixer scale

C3
Nutritional value &
toxicity tests

P4 Substrate
circulation & Compost

E4
Low-cost
controller for the
modular farm

C4
Growing lion’s mane on
various substrates

P5
Substrate
mixing automation

C5
Growing pheasant’s tail
on various substrates

P6
Substrate
moving automation

C6 Brewing a mushroom
beer
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2.Prototyping the modular tent (PE1)
Introduction
After growing mushrooms over 2 years in insulated shipping containers, Helsieni decided to prototype a low-cost
and low-tech unit for mushroom farming.
Each unit is designed to be replicable with common tools and basic knowledge.
The goal is to design a flexible model for small and medium-scale mushroom farming, where units can be built next
to each other to reach the desired mushroom farm size.
In mushroom farming, scaling up, if implemented with increasing the growing rooms size, leads to an exponential
increase in contamination problems (molds, insects, bacteria). Each contaminated substrate batch will contaminate
its neighbors, therefore the contamination can rapidly get out of control in big growing rooms. The usual answer to
contamination is more cleanliness and sterilization, which result in increased costs in equipment and energy.
By insulating each production batch from each other, we believe that we can maintain a reasonable contamination
rate while scaling up, without needing to make big investments in sterilization and laboratory equipment.
All designs here are purposed for oyster mushroom farming (pleurotus ostreatus) for which Helsieni has 3 years of
experience. However, the same modules would be usable to use with other mushroom species with minor
adaptations.

2.1 Growing conditions
Oyster mushroom growth can be divided into two distinct phases, during which the necessary growing conditions
are different. The values here are typical for the “Spoppo” strain, which is the only productive sporeless strain
available on the market. It is preferable to use this strain to avoid the expensive filters and working masks needed
to operate in the presence of oyster mushroom spores.
Incubation phase

Fructification phase

Duration of each phase

15 - 35 days depending on the
substrate composition

7 - 100 days depending on the
amount of harvests wanted

Optimal air temperature

20 - 25°C

14 - 20°C

Optimal relative humidity

65 - 90%

90 - 99.9%

Optimal CO2 concentration

< 5000 ppm

< 800 ppm

Contamination prevention

Critical

Limited

2.1.1 Duration of each growing phase
One substrate batch can produce 1 to 4 harvests (called “flushes”), each of them being about twice smaller than the
previous. For oyster mushrooms the first flush comes after 15-35 days (depending on the substrate recipe) and the
following ones come every 10 to 20 days.
CC BY-SA 4.0
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The amount of flushes that one designs depends a lot on many factors:
● The recipe: some recipes are growing so fast that they can produce 90% of their “potential” in 2 flushes. In
this case there is no need to wait for a third one. However, higher growing speed does not guarantee higher
productivity.
● The fruiting space available: If a production increase is needed while the farm is full, the easiest solution is
to reduce the amount of harvested flushes. By doing so, the farmer will be able to replace less productive
older substrate containers by fresh unflushed ones and increase the production per m². On the other hand,
this will demand more frequent substrate production and will reduce the total productivity of each produced
batch.
● The production machinery: if the mixing/pasteurizing machinery is the bottleneck, it is impossible to increase
the production by mixing more substrate, so the only way to do it (if the farm is not full) is to harvest more
flushes. On the contrary, if the machinery shows overcapacity and if its payback cost is an important
expense for the company, it might be wiser to harvest less flushes and mix more substrate.
● The production process: if the mixing/pasteurizing process requires a lot of human work and if the farm is
located in a place where human work is expensive, it is better to produce less often and thus reduce this
cost. To compensate, one can harvest more flushes.

2.1.2 Optimizing air temperature
Here we will make sure not to mix two different parameters: the module’s temperature (the temperature around
the mushrooms inside the growing module) and the surrounding temperature (the temperature around the
growing modules).
The main advantage of the indoor modular design compared to the outdoor shipping container design is its lower
energy input requirements. Under few conditions, the units will not need to be heated or cooled separately:
●

The surrounding temperature should stay over +5°C. Therefore if the building where the modules are
installed has a big thermal inertia, it barely needs to be heated, only during the coldest days. Mushrooms
are heating from their own biological activity when growing, so they will heat their own module’s
temperature. However, if the surrounding temperature stays under 10°C for several days, the mushroom
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growth (and the associated biological activity) might interrupt. To avoid it, it might be necessary to insulate
the growing modules and add heat exchangers to the air exchange systems.
●

The surrounding temperature should not go over 25: it could result in a module’s temperature over 30°C
which would enhance mold growth over oyster mushroom. If the surrounding temperature stays over 20°C
for a long time, the mushroom quality might also decrease and the required humidity input will be very high.
If the surrounding temperature can not be reduced, the modules might need a straight input of outside air. In
summer, when the outdoor temperature does not drop below 15°C at night, the capacity of the farm might
be reduced to limit the domino effect of substrate containers overheating each other with their own
biological activity.

●

Oyster mushrooms need a drop in temperature between the incubation and fructification phases. If the
surrounding temperature is not above 20°C, it will happen naturally, because the mushrooms mycelium’s
own heating will slow down with time, when its biological activity reduces. If the surrounding temperature is
higher than 20°C, the module’s temperature can be slightly decreased with an increase in relative humidity
(water evaporation is endothermic).

●

To make sure the drop in temperature happens, it is important not to mix older produced batches with newer
ones, from which the biologically produced heat would prevent the older ones from fruiting. Such a mix in
produced batches within a single module would also dramatically increase the contamination hazards.

If the surrounding temperature cannot be easily limited, these precautions will not be enough to keep the modules
at the desired temperature. The modules will need to be equipped with a cooling unit. It will not need to be turned
on for a long time (24 hours under 20°C is enough to trigger fruiting), so a portable heat-pump (which would be
moved from a module to another) or a low-cost solution (thermoelectric cooler installed in each unit) should be
chosen to avoid a big increase in investment costs.
It is interesting to note that these conditions can also be fulfilled most of the year if the modules are installed
outdoors in the shade.

2.1.3 Optimizing humidity
To prevent mold development and mushroom drying, the module must be kept humid, over 65% during the
incubation phase and 90% during the fructification phase. High relative humidity also means high frequency
cleaning to avoid the development of molds and bacteria, this is why the humidity should be kept inside each unit
rather than all around them. Different systems can be designed to allow this:
● A small capacity humidifier installed in each module, controlled to be turned on or off when the module’s
inside conditions reach the desired setpoints. In this case the technology used can be only ultrasonic
humidifying, which is the cheapest available.
● A big capacity humidifier installed for all modules, with pipes for humid air transportation to each module.
The own modules’ controllers will open or close valves for the humidity to access their module when
desired.This choice enables different humidifying technologies and might be more economically efficient for
bigger installations, but it is less flexible and “plug-and-play” than the previous option. It also requires a twin
installation for safety reasons, to prevent tremendous damages caused by the failure of such a primary
component.
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2.1.4 Optimizing CO2 concentration
Mushrooms, just like animals, produce CO2 when growing and thus need a constant supply of fresh air. This
conflicts with the high humidity requirement, as the air supplied from the surrounding environment also dries the
module out. This is why humidifying technology is compulsory, as explained above.
To prevent concentrations of CO2 from increasing to a rate that would suffocate the mushrooms, one or two electric
fans will need to be installed to bring in fresh air.

2.1.5 Contamination prevention
Different types of contamination can affect a mushroom farm. The most perilous are molds (especially green mold),
mushroom gnats and bacteria. We hereafter used literature and our own experience to analyse the main
contamination risks.

● Green mold

Green mold (Trichoderma spp.) is probably the biggest problem for the cultivation of lignicolous mushrooms, it is a
fast growing and aggressive fungus that competes with other fungi for nutrients. It likes acidic substrates (like
coffee grounds) and easily available/soluble ingredients with high nitrogen content (like wheat bran)12. Most
mushroom farms heat treat their substrate (pasteurize / sterilize) to prevent the green mold from taking over the
cultivated mushroom, and/or add gypsum/chalk to raise the pH of the substrate34567. Trichoderma tends to like
warmer temperatures.
In our current container farm, trichoderma is the main problem we have faced, as its contamination usually results
in a full loss of the affected substrate batch. When it occurs, it can also spread fast inside our incubation room8 .

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/c190/f86ddcce11ddd62305682768cdc062837acc.pdf
System Ekofungi
3
Oei 2004
4
Tradd Cotter 2014
5
Stephen Russell 2014
6
P. Stamets
7
https://extension.psu.edu/cultivation-of-oyster-mushrooms
8
see below WP1 Task 1.2
1
2
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With our production data from 3/2017 - 10/2018 we made an extensive study over nearly 15 tons of produced
oyster mushroom substrate to identify causes for trichoderma contamination. Here are our conclusions:

Contamination
factor

9

Impact on
trichoderma
contaminatio
n (0:null, 5:
extreme)

Possible prevention methods

Good practice in
production

5

A good knowledge of good practice among the farm workers can
reduce the contamination rate up to 3 times. A worker’s handbook shall
be written and made available at all times.

Low moisture in
substrate

5

The total ratio of moisture in a substrate recipe must be above 60%.

Presence of risky
ingredients in the
substrate

5

When using nitrogen-rich ingredients (coffee grounds, beer mash,
wheat bran), extra care or heat treatment steps must be considered.

Overdose of chalk in
substrate

4

The amount of chalk in a substrate recipe must be contained under 4%.

Absence of chalk in a
low-pH substrate

3

If the pH of the substrate is low, chalk must be added (0-4% depending
on the recipe). Performance tests must be realized with different chalk
ratios.

Spawn age

3

Mushroom spawn (the inoculum used to spread mushroom in a
substrate) is a living ingredient and has a best-before date which should
be respected. In case the spawn is produced in the farm, performance
tests should be realized to set up the best-before date.

Spawn ratio

3

The amount of spawn added to the substrate must be sufficient to
ensure a fast spreading of the mushroom. The ratio depends on the
spawn growing medium, the mushroom species, the treatment used for
the substrate (none, hot/cold pasteurization, sterilization), the spawn
quality and the substrate recipe.

Contaminated waste
management

3

Daily checking for contamination is part of the good practice and
affected batches must be immediately removed from a growing room.
They must be composted as fast as possible to avoid spreading to the
neighbor batches.

Season of production

2

Pests and molds are harder to avoid during the seasons in which they
are naturally present outdoors. The most challenging season was
identified as being summer. Reducing the density of substrate in each
module during summer can prevent both overheating9 and
contamination spreading.

Incubation room
filling

0-2

The more the incubation room is full, the more chance there is for
contamination to spread from one batch to another. However, the
small-size design of the modules reduce this risk to almost null.

see Optimization of air temperature
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● Bacterial blotch

Bacterial blotch (Pseudomonas tolaasii) is visible as an orange discoloration of the fruit bodies and spreads through
touching of contaminated mushrooms. Ideal conditions are created if the surrounding air is saturated with water,
stale air (poor ventilation) and high temperatures in the growing rooms10. It can spread through splashing water,
human touching of the mushrooms and fungus gnats11. The way to avoid it is increasing the hygiene of the pickers,
and improving circulation and ventilation of fresh air in the fruiting room, according to some oyster mushroom
growers12.

● Fungus gnats

Fungus gnats are attracted to the smell of mushrooms and lay their eggs in the mushrooms themselves or the
substrate. Their life cycle is short and can infest a growing room quite rapidly. Killing the flies with UV lamps and
removing infested substrates as soon as it is noticed is necessary. The presence duration of a substrate batch in
the farm must be limited to its strict necessary according to the chosen harvest amounts13. The outdoor and indoor
temperature influences growth cycle and time of the insects and usually with colder temperatures the problem is
less big.

http://americanmushroom.org/bacterial-blotch/
https://extension.psu.edu/bacterial-blotch-disease
12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6fFcROTxb0, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzsfNf3jp24
13
see Duration of each growing phase
10
11
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2.2 Building the first prototype

Step 1: Building the module base from cut pallets
and protect it with plastic tarp.

Step 2: Building the tent on top of the wood base.
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Step 3: Modifying the door to fit with the new height. Magnets are used to enable a good closing.

Step 4: Add electric fans to ensure a good airflow in the tent.
CC BY-SA 4.0
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Step 5: Add a humidifier to guarantee a constant humidity.
Step 6: Add the necessary sensors and controllers and sensors to keep humidity and CO2 under set limits.

Step 7: Install pillars and bars to hang substrate bags.
CC BY-SA 4.0
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Step 8 (unrealized yet): choose and adapt filters to reduce contamination (spores, gnats) in the incoming air and
contain it in the ten in case it happens.

2.3 Investment Cost (one unit)
-

Plastic tent
Shelving/ hanging systems
Humidifier
Fans14
Filters
Controller
TOTAL

40€
40€
40€
20€
20€
40€
200€

2.4 Profitability of the model
Let us compare productivity and profitability of such a modular farm versus our current container farm (2 shipping
containers + 1 container fridge).

14

In case production security is the priority, 2 fans will be installed to improve the airflow and enable a degraded function mode
in case the other one breaks. In case reducing costs is the priority, a one-fan version can be considered.
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Modular farm, 20 modules Container farm, 2 units
of 29 m² (real numbers)
of 2.2 m² (estimation)
Air conditioned area

44 m²

58 m²

100 m²

100 m²

Average electrical power use

1 kW

3 kW

Weekly production (oyster mushrooms)

50 kg

50 kg

Weekly water consumption

350 L

350 L

Initial investment

10000€

30000€

Monthly income

3500 €

3500 €

Monthly operating expense

2500 €15

2500 €

Monthly variable costs

500 €

500 €

Investment Payback time

20 months

60 months

Non-conditioned
composts

area

(storage,

corridors,

2.Conclusion
The modular farm is an original idea from Helsieni to find an economically and environmentally sustainable
alternative to the always bigger mushroom factories. It will be simultaneously developed and implemented, with a
constant feedback to guarantee a fast technology development.
If it proves to be profitable, the model can later be shared and/or leased all over the world, thus enabling more and
more people to access quality, local food.

15

The decreased amount of space used, the limited energy consumption and the limitation of workforce needed to operate the
modular farm versus the shipping container model compensates in terms of operating expense the increase of rental cost
(renting indoor space instead of outdoor). This is true if the indoor space rent is not more than 5€/m² higher than the outdoor
rent. In that configuration, we estimate the maximal sustainable rental price to be around 4€/m² outdoor (for a container farm)
or 9€/m² indoor (for a modular farm). This enables suburban food production or even urban, in case the city is willing to rent
unused buildings or flat land at an affordable price. Both farm models are transportable at moderate cost.

CC BY-SA 4.0
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3.Side-streams (P3, P4, C1)

3.1 Side-streams overview
As developed in the introduction, at Helsieni we prefer thinking in terms of resources than waste.
Here are the identified side-streams for our modular mushroom farm:
- Spent substrate is best used to produce fertilizer and/or biogas after composting or digesting. It can also
be used uncomposted as a mulch or soil amendment. It is necessary for a mushroom farm to have a
minimum access to land (for composting), to a local biodigestor or to local outdoor food producers willing to
use spent substrate in their own production.
Whilst composting or digesting, organic matter will also produce liquid fertilizers which could be used by
other actors within the food ecosystem.
Spent substrate can also be given or sold to hobby growers who want to grow mushrooms in their garden.
But this only work from spring to fall.
Relying on the city’s organic waste management system is not the best option, considering the long
distance it might be shipped onto, and the non-use of organic waste is most cities. It would also made the
side-product unavailable for other actors within the local food ecosystem.
- CO2 is a gas that is abundantly produced when mushrooms grow. It could be used within the ecosystem to
fasten the growth of plants.
- Heat is abundantly produced when mushroom grow. If the surrounding environment is cool, mushrooms will
use their own heat to enhance their growth16. Within the ecosystem, it could be available if another process
required extra heating. Inside a closed, heated building like Metropolia university, the produced heat could
also be used to heat other rooms.

16

see Optimizing air temperature
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3.2 Measuring CO2 and heat produced by oyster mushrooms and use them
within the ecosystem
The core reason for Helsieni to be involved in the urban food ecosystem is the valuable CO2 it can provide to
neighbor plants17. Due to the long time needed for all actors to install and test their own installation, the
collaboration in terms of side streams have not been experimented yet. But a test protocol is under design to
enable the measuring of 2 major parameters: how much heat and CO2 do mushroom produce during their growth.
This is not as easy as it seems and it needs careful preparation. Old fridges have been installed and modified to
enable small-scale research in insulated environments. We call them hereafter growfridges.
After these tests are successful, Helsieni and its partners in the Metropolia urban food lab will work on building
resource connections between all parties.

Helsieni growfridges

17

see Introduction
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3.2.1 Test protocol

Test protocol outline

3.2.2 Test features and Challenges:
●

●

●
●

Conduction transfers (heat transfer through the insulation of the fridge) can be considered negligible
compared to convection transfers (heat loss by circulation of air inside the growfridge). Therefore we will
neither measure nor calculate the heat loss through the fridge insulation.
The permanent measuring of the difference in CO2 content and temperature between the outlet and the
inlet, combined with the precise monitoring of the airflow through the system will give us the amount of CO2
and heat produced by the mushrooms themselves.
This study needs to be driven over a long time (at least 10 weeks, because the heat and CO2 productions
are variable over time) with a batch of substrate which has to remain healthy.
The fridge temperature needs to be controlled and the periods of cooling (to avoid overheating) need to be
removed from the heat production calculations.

CC BY-SA 4.0
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4.Low-cost controller for the modular farm (E4)
To be economically viable, each module should cost around 200€18. To stay within this limit, the control and
monitoring should not cost over 40€, which excludes most solutions from the market. The controller will need to be
custom-designed with very basic components. A precision of ± 10% will be accepted for all measured values. For
the lowest-cost installations, a version without CO2 monitoring might be considered19.

4.1 Sequential Function Chart:
This graph sets the normal function mode for the controller to keep the module in growing conditions. The hardware
still needs to be designed, assembled and programmed.

Note: a zoomed version is available in Urban-Food-Ecosystem_Helsieni-Attachment2

see 2.4 Profitability of the model
the cost for a CO2 sensor alone is over 15€:
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/32371956420.html?spm=2114.search0302.3.1.6059480dbUvqXs&ws_ab_test=searchweb0_
0,searchweb201602_0,searchweb201603_0,ppcSwitch_0&algo_pvid=6c3b92a9-9662-4ee6-9222-bcec13a1a711&algo_expid
=6c3b92a9-9662-4ee6-9222-bcec13a1a711-0
18
19
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5.Substrate Mixing Automation (P5)
This project deals with designing a small-scale integrated mushroom substrate production system. It is a longer
term project which requires a higher investment capacity than what we have now, but we already drafted the
specifications.

5.1 Specifications
●
●

●

The system must use as little custom-made elements as possible to increase reproducibility, decrease the
costs and enable fast defective part replacement.
The system must prioritize cost efficiency over time efficiency. The bottle-neck for small-scale production is
investment costs rather than process speed.
> Minimum production capacity : 200 kg (substrate) /h20
> Maximum cost for one unit : 50 000 €21
The system will be designed as independent modules which can be gradually added on top of each other
(to dilute investment costs over time). Design choices may result in combining several modules into one.
Design of the first modules must take the next ones into account (forward compatibility).

5.2 Modules
1. Mixing module : Mixing and weighing the different ingredients and monitoring the mix humidity.
2. Positioning module : Positioning growing bags / boxes / crates / bottles under the Mixing Module(1).
GROWING CONTAINER TO BE DEFINED
3. Filling module : Feeding the mixing module (1) with different types of ingredients (pellets, wet coffee grounds,
saw dust/ any powder, oat husks…).
INGREDIENTS TO BE DEFINED
4. Storing module : Storing and conveying all needed ingredients to the Filling module (3)
5. Emptying module 1: Emptying the content of the mixing module (1) into the growing bags / boxes / crates /
bottles
6. Closing module : Closing bags / boxes / crates / bottles.

5.3 Extra modules (not included in unit costs) :

7. Conveying module 1 (P6 Project) : Conveying bags / boxes / crates / bottles from the Closing module (6) into
their position in the farm.
8. Conveying module 2 (P6 Project): Conveying bags / boxes / crates / bottles from their position in the farm to the
compost.
9. Opening module : Opening bags / boxes / crates / bottles
10. Emptying module 2 : Emptying the content of the bags / boxes / crates / bottles into the compost
11. Cleaning module: Cleaning reusable boxes / crates / bottles / bags
20 

 Oyster mushroom Production Target (Minimum Commercial Scale [M.C.S]) : 100 kg (<=> 1500 €)/ week. This needs a
Minimum Substrate Production of 1000 kg / week. If produced in 1 batch of max. 6 hours: 170 kg per hour.
21
Time saved by automating the process (at M.C.S): 40h/month <=> 800 € / month
Maximum Total Initial Investment (5 year payback) : 800€ * 12 * 5 years = 48 000 €

CC BY-SA 4.0
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6.Production and Sales Monitoring System (PE2)
Even as a small company, Helsieni has been trying to automate the production of data along the production chain
with free and easy-access technology (mainly Google based).

6.1 Current monitoring systems

Helsieni highest level mushroom production and sales analysis (overview 2018-2019).
In blue: substrate production (thin blue: target)
In red: mushroom production (thin red: target)
In green: mushroom sales (thin green: target)
Green bars: projected minimum production available for sales, calculated with the previous weeks data
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6.1.1 Current monitoring system for substrate production
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6.1.2 Current monitoring system for mushroom production

6.1.3 Current monitoring system for mushroom sales
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6.2 Future monitoring systems
We want to improve our monitoring systems toward more data integration. The main goals are:
- to reduce the operator’s data writing time
- to enable the full tracking of a substrate batch until it finishes in the customer’s plate. This would enable the
automated calculation of productivity and contamination rate for each recipe and a better reaction in case a
customer is unsatisfied.

6.2.1 Optimal monitoring system for substrate production

CC BY-SA 4.0
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6.2.2 Optimal monitoring system for mushroom production

6.2.3 Optimal monitoring system for mushroom sales

CC BY-SA 4.0
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6. Conclusions
We decided to design our own monitoring system to follow as efficiently as possible our mushroom production
(from the substrate to the fridge) and our sales. It is already in working order and relatively efficient, but there is still
some labor time to be avoided and we would need to associate the harvested mushrooms to their substrate batch,
to secure a better quality control of our product as well as a faster improvement of our recipes and good practice.
This will require the purchase or development of connected objects and perhaps some more adapted software than
the currently used Google suite.

7.Integrated logistics and sales (B1)
Collectively taking care of logistics is always challenging, but within urban areas small companies should seize the
opportunities of being close to each other to pool costs and thus be able to compete with more distant and bigger
producers.

7.1 Streams to manage and their related challenges
- incoming raw material (substrates, ...)
- outgoing products (food products, compost & biowaste)
- orders and deliveries (flexibility level, time for order notice, order processing and delivery routines...)
- transport/delivery pricing
- administration (cooperative vs. one-to-one arrangements, invoicing between the cooperators, customers
invoicing…)

CC BY-SA 4.0
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7.2 Choosing a model
There is an infinite amount of different logistic models than one can choose. We will present a few here in order of
integration:
Model

Benefits (+)

Disadvantages (-)

Venture
Several companies associate inside another one
(usually a cooperative) to pool most of their
purchases, sales, transport and invoicing. Staff is
directly hired by this venture to manage the sales and
logistics, so the partners only focus on production.

- Overall performance and
cost-efficiency
- Able to invest in better
sales and marketing tools

- One more level of
decision
- Administration costs
- Standardisation of
products and prices

Wholesales
An external company buys and sells all products from
different producers

- The wholesaler takes
care of everything
- Everybody can focus on
their core competencies

- Sales dependance from
wholesalers gives them
negotiation power.
- The wholesaler can go
bankrupt
- Standardisation of
products and prices

Farmer’s market
Food producers meet to sell their products together. It
can be a regular farmer’s market where producers
stand for half a day or a drop-in farmer’s market (like
REKO) where producers meet their customer at a set
time and deliver them pre-ordered food.

- Simplicity and flexibility
- Direct contact between
producers and end
customer
- No intermediate: all profit
goes to the producer

- Not always time efficient
- Needs a good team to
keep the market alive
- Relative small quantities
sold that way (in Finland)

Full independence (no integration)

- Complete freedom of
action

- Time consuming
- Often non cost-efficient

7.3 One interesting alternative
While trying to build a “perfect” alternative to these different models, we noticed that what we wanted to create
already existed.
Uudenmaanruoka22 is a local food hub designed by Herttoniemen ruokaosuuskunta to sell small producers’ food in
Helsinki urban area. It is combining most benefits from wholesalers (centralised marketing, sales and logistics)
together with the advantages from other models (letting the producer decide for the pricing, communicating about
producers to reduce the distance with the end customer, focusing on collaboration and diversity rather than
competition and standardisation). It is still small and perfectible, but Helsieni decided to be part of it and help design
its future.
It would be interesting to study the feasibility of installing one of Uudenmaanruoka’s selling points inside the
Metropolia urban farm lab.

22

https://uudenmaanruoka.fi/
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8.Mushroom nutritional value and toxicity tests (C3)
Mushrooms are very nutritious food, with a high protein and low fat content. However, we do not know the exact
values or potential toxics (especially heavy metals) that our mushrooms contain. Here we listed the nutrients that
we would need to have tested on dry mushrooms. We might also make tests with fresh mushrooms, especially
concerning vitamins.
Oyster mushrooms – oven dried (nutrition facts from dry weight):
● Calories per 100 g
● Protein content
● Carbohydrate content
● Fats content (saturated/unsaturated)
● Fiber content
● Thiamin (vitamin B1)
● Riboflavin (vitamin B2)
● Niacin (vitamin B3/PP)
● Pantothenic acid (vitamin B5)
● Pyridoxine (vitamin B6)
● Folic acid (vitamin B9)
● Vitamin D
● Sodium
● Potassium
● Calcium
● Copper
● Iron
● Magnesium
● Manganese
● Phosphorus
● Selenium
● Zinc
● Heavy metals: Titanium (Ti), Chromium (Cr), Cobalt (Co), Nickel (Ni), Arsenic (Ar) and Lead (Pb)
Oyster mushrooms – sun dried (nutrition facts from dry weight):
● Vitamin D

CC BY-SA 4.0
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9.Growing other species (C4, C5)

Pompom mushrooms, the commercial name of lion’s mane
Together with students from Metropolia, Helsieni is studying the feasibility of growing lion’s mane at a commercial
scale.
The project will start in December 2019 with a mushroom production workshop to teach students the basics of
mushroom cultivation. It will continue in 2020 with researching on the best substrate to grow lion’s mane and
investigating on the potential market around Helsinki.
In the future, the collaboration might also cover other species, like pheasant’s tail mushroom, which according to
our information has never been cultivated in Europe.

CC BY-SA 4.0
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10. Budget use
Here is the budget used by Helsieni until 30.11.2019:
€
R&D labor

Sitra

Helsieni

9197.48

15099.40

TOTAL
24296.88

550.40

550.40

0.00

0.00

Supplies

3452.12

3452.12

Rents

1800.00

1800.00

R&D Machinery & Equipment
R&D Services

15000.00

TOTAL

15099.40

30099.40

The detail is available in Urban-Food-Ecosystem_Helsieni-Attachment1

Next steps
This research has been a good opportunity to connect our activities with other promising urban food producers and
we are grateful to have received funding for it.
As reported here, we planned this research over several years and therefore none of the started projects have
come to a conclusion yet. We are looking forward to finding ways to finance them further and keep developing the
future of food in an always-more-urban world.
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